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About This Game

From Vendel Games, creators of Love Chronicles, comes a haunting new mystery series!

Despite rumors that their Gothic castle is cursed, the Flatsburys returned to live there. Now Lord Flatsbury and his son have
vanished, and only little Jessie saw what happened. Can you win the girl’s trust and solve the mystery that spooked her into

silence? Find out in this thrilling Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game! Just be sure to watch your step - no one ever leaves
this castle alive…

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

An exciting bonus game!
A gallery that reveals more Flatsbury secrets

Art, music, and replayable mini-games
A complete Strategy Guide
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This game has a fun story with lots of different ways to play it out. PLay it several times to earn all the achievements.. Some
games just grab you...this is one of those times. So simple, yet so entertaining. The sounds, movements, controller ability, are all
great!!. I don't know why, but I really do enjoy this game. Im one of those guys who likes sim games, I hace ETS 2 as well as
ATS. Some thing about making money,working hard to purchase new equipment, planting sweet crops and eventually just
becoming a millionaire. Theres so much in this game to do. Ive stuck to crops mainly, havent got to forestry and livestock or
anything yet. Only thing I don't really like is hired help, how they can miss portions of your fields if your field isnt exactly
square ill say. So im kinda in the process of figuring out where to start on each field so I dont have to keep an eye on them and
just do my own thing. I can't believe ive spent 50hours on this game already. I played about 40 hours of it and figured out I dont
like the way I pursued certain equipment without really looking over the details of the equipment and what kind of power you
need to run things. So im like, forget it, now I know more about the game.....after 40 hours of playing it. So I completely started
my game over and its still been very enjoyable redoing a lot of what I already did. I really like this game and highly recommend
this game to people who like sim games, like relaxing/kicking back and are willing to basically put a LOT of time into this
game. Overall, great purchase, im sure FS 17 will be more awesome.
. So... Um.. What was the difference between the normal and the Director's Cut version? I mean, shouldn't there be at least some
form of nudity if in the description it does say "uncensored"? I feel kind of ripped off, even if the DLC was free. Game's fun
though, if you like jiggling plot, and non-linear plot curves.. This is probably the best YDKJ game out there. It has my favorite
announcer and its a ton of fun to play (even though its old). currently free on indiegala

https:\/\/www.indiegala.com\/warhammer?src=menu
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For a $30 (plus) game - it feels like it is still in beta.

The in-game/gameplay HUD textures look low-res. The back-story profile you can pick for your character reads like it was
thrown together quickly. The summoning/spell speciailization feels sloppy. There doesn't seem to be a good back-story like
dragonfall.. I do not expect much when it comes to these shovelware. The name says it all: reference to Russians, there's football
and the drunk "defenders" and homeless people in the background explain a lot - might I say they add to the atmosphere?

It all comes in this package that is awfully familiar as it reminds me of those Flick Football games I used to play on my
smartphone. So, when you have that as a basis why not add to it? Why mishmash its various elements without coming up with
any original idea?

The levels are annoying. After the first couple of stages the number of defenders greatly increases. The only way to score a goal
is to click \/ move the mouse while the ball is in the air. This is how you translate this basic tapping action from your
smartphone into the PC language. If only there was a tutorial explaining it not to mention the needed learning curve.

No. It's just levels and achievements and all this is done in 30 minutes. As for soundtrack you'll make do with the "anchorman"
whose voice (which here only means the acknowledgement of a goal) could easily get an award for being the most annoying in
gaming history.

Avoid it if you can. There are better \/ easier \/ more interesting games (even in this "genre") you can easily complete 100%..
You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. It looks nice. If you install any kind of wheels on this car,
they will become bigger to fit with the car :D
I recommned it.. Tidalis takes falling-block-style puzzlers to the next level, and then so many levels beyond "the next level" that
it's very difficult to classify. Does it involve matching blocks? Yes, but that's a cop-out answer; there are so many variations and
options that this is the ultimate game in its category, and not just because it's the only game in its specific category. It's better
than games in other similar categories too:

Tidalis is alone in a category of games far superior to other games to which they might be compared based on screenshots or
videos. Tidalis is very polished and is still being developed, years after release, because its developer is committed to the game
for the players' sake and for the sake of quality gameplay. An unbelievably large number of options exist, including full support
for "disabled" gamers and networked and same-pc competition and co-op games, and a campaign mode for loners or players
who want to learn the many facets of Tidalis at their own pace.. Game freaking sucks thank god i did not buy it only wasted 450
points off Tremmorgames.com. Bad performance, and it wasn't clear what I was supposed to do. The hatchet disappeared when
I put it down on a shelf. It didn't seem to do anything anyway.. i like it so far. PROS
- Great and tense atmosphere
- Interesting concept and execution
- Polished pixel-graphics and color palettes
- Small but memorable map

CONS
- The Kraken boss
- Literally... just the Kraken boss
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